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Nested models (also called embedded models) explicitly
link dynamical processes that occur at different scales.
Recently there has been considerable interest in linking
within- and between-host levels of disease dynamics in
the study of pathogen evolution. Here we review the
extent to which these nested models have increased
our understanding of pathogen evolution. We suggest
that, although such models have been useful for determining the nature of tradeoffs between epidemiological
parameters and for evaluating the consequences of conflicting selection pressures at different scales, the vast
majority of previous results could likely have been
obtained without the use of nested models per se.
Nevertheless, these models have proven very useful
through their highlighting of the importance of withinhost disease dynamics on pathogen evolution.
Introduction
Biological processes occur at several nested levels of
organization. Biological communities are composed of
interacting species, and these species are composed
of interacting individuals with differing phenotypes. The
phenotype of each of these individuals is affected by the
dynamics of their component physiological systems, and
these systems are affected by smaller-scale biological processes from the cellular down to the molecular level. One of
the major challenges in evolutionary biology is to understand the evolutionary causes and consequences of these
levels of organization [1].
The importance of nested levels of biological organization is particularly apparent in the evolutionary epidemiology of infectious diseases. Pathogens can have
demographically significant effects at the level of the host
population, as a result of their transmission among individuals (see Ref. [2] for a review of the importance of
metapopulation structure in disease dynamics). At the
same time, pathogen transmission is intimately tied to
the expression of disease in infected individuals, and
this disease expression arises from the within-host
dynamics of pathogen replication and its interaction with
host defense mechanisms. One important goal of evolutionary epidemiology is to understand how such nested
processes affect the epidemiological and evolutionary
dynamics of host–parasite interactions.
Corresponding author: Mideo, N. (4nlm@queensu.ca).

In this review, we discuss recent theoretical research on
so-called nested dynamical models in the evolutionary
epidemiology of infectious diseases. Our main objective
is to evaluate whether or not the nesting of models per
se has been important in developing our understanding of
pathogen evolution. As will be seen, our answer is a
qualified ‘yes.’ We conclude by pointing to some interesting
open questions for which this modeling approach is likely
to be useful.
What are nested dynamical models of pathogen
evolution?
The focus of this review is on linking between- and withinhost dynamics in the evolutionary biology of infectious
diseases. Between-host models of infectious diseases follow
the dynamics of disease spread at the level of the host
population by tracking the number of susceptible and
infected individuals of different types [3,4]. These models
have been widely used to study the evolution of pathogens
by allowing for multiple pathogen strains to circulate in the
population, and then determining which strains are best
able to persist.
Models for the evolutionary dynamics of infection at the
within-host level have also been developed, and these
typically track the dynamics of the pathogen density of
different strains as well as the state of host defense mechanisms (e.g. density of lymphocytes) over the course of an
infection. These within-host models of pathogen evolution
Glossary
Acute infections: infections that last for a short time; they typically are cleared
by immune responses.
Between-host selection: selection on pathogens that arises by differential
transmission success between hosts.
Case mortality: the probability of an infected individual dying from the disease.
Chronic infections: infections that persist indefinitely; they are typically not
cleared by immune responses.
Life history: refers to an organism’s age-specific survivorship and fecundity
and, more generally, all the traits that determine the two.
Morbidity: symptoms of disease and disability due to damage done to a host
by an infecting pathogen.
Nested or embedded model: a model that explicitly links the relationships
between processes at different levels of biological organization. For infectious
disease modeling, this generally involves linking between-host processes to
within-host processes.
Recovery rate: rate at which the host recovers from infection.
Virulence: the host fitness reduction resulting from infection by a pathogen;
this is often equated with disease-induced mortality rate.
Within-host selection: selection on pathogens that arises through differential
reproductive success within an infected individual.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a nested model. A basic nested model is constructed by defining a between-host model, in this case a simple susceptible-infected epidemiological
framework, and linking parameters of that model to within-host dynamics. Some of the potentially important elements and interactions of a within-host model are
highlighted.

have been used, in particular, to study rapidly mutating
viruses such as HIV or hepatitis C, and to understand how
within-host dynamics affect antigenic escape [5], viral
diversity [6,7] and fitness evolution [8].
More recently, there have been several efforts directed
toward nesting models of within-host dynamics into
models of between-host dynamics when studying pathogen
evolution (Figure 1; Box 1). These are what we refer to as
‘nested models’ in this review. Notice that this definition
excludes models of multilevel selection for pathogen evolution in which there is no explicit dynamical model at the
within-host level (e.g. models based on superinfection or

coinfection frameworks, e.g. [9–11], as well as kin selection
models of pathogen evolution, e.g. [12]). We recognize that
this distinction is somewhat ambiguous (e.g. models of
superinfection implicitly rely on some form of within-host
model), but it is the explicit nature of the within-host
dynamics that sets recent work apart from other
approaches.
It is also useful to distinguish two ways in which nested
dynamical models might contribute to our understanding
of pathogen evolution. The first, and most significant,
would be if such models provided insights that were not
possible without the explicit nesting of within- and be-

Box 1. Nested models
Here we outline a simplified example of how many studies construct
nested models of within- and between-host dynamics. To account for
changes in transmission, virulence and recovery rates during an
infection, the between-host model must first explicitly track the age of
each infection. If S(t) is the density of susceptible hosts at time t and I(a,t)
is the density of hosts at time t that were infected at time t ! a (i.e. a is the
‘age of infection’), a simple susceptible-infected (SI) model is [3,54,55]
dSðtÞ
¼ u ! mSðtÞ ! SðtÞ
dt

Z1

bðaÞIða; tÞda

0
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Ið0; tÞ ¼ SðtÞ

Z1
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0

where u is a constant input rate of susceptibles, b is the transmission
rate, m is the constant host mortality rate and a is the loss rate of
infected individuals through natural death, parasite-induced death (i.e.
virulence) and recovery. Transmission, virulence and recovery are all
assumed to vary with the age of the infection (a).
In addition to the between-host model (Equation 1), a within-host
model can be constructed to follow the changes in parasite density
x(a), the state of the immune response y(a) and any resource
consumed by parasites r(a) (e.g. red blood cells) as a function of
the ‘age of the infection’ a. In the simplest cases, this gives a
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dynamical model of the form
dx=da ¼ f ðx; y; r; aÞ
dy=da ¼ gðx; y; r; aÞ :
[2]
dr=da ¼ hðx; y; r; aÞ
The within-host model (Equation 2) is then embedded or nested
into the between-host model (Equation 1) by specifying a functional
relationship between the transmission rate and mortality rate at
infection age ‘a’ (i.e. b(a) and a(a)) and the within-host variables x, y
and r [15–17,21,22]. This model can allow for evolution by introducing
multiple pathogen strains by, for example, keeping track of the
number of hosts infected with each strain (i.e. Ij(a,t), where j denotes
strain) and by extending the within-host model (Equation 2) to keep
track of different strains as well [38,40,41]. In a similar fashion, other
complexities such as differences in inoculum size or immune system
states among hosts can, in principle, be incorporated by expanding
the number of kinds of hosts in the model (Equation 1), each with
their own form of within-host dynamics in the model (Equation 2).
Finally, some analyses rewrite the system in Equation 1 with a
different notation, expressing the dynamics in terms of mean values
of b(a) and a(a) over the stable infection age distribution [18,32], but
the underlying model is the same [46]. Some treatments further
simplify the analysis, however, by assuming that the within-host
dynamics (Equation 2) are fast relative to the between-host
dynamics (Equation 1). As such, the within-host model is then
assumed to remain at equilibrium, allowing the between-host
parameters b(a) and a(a) to be treated as constant during an
infection [19,20].
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Box 2. Inessential and essential nested models
To illustrate the distinction between the inessential and essential nesting of models, consider the following simple examples in Figure I.

Figure I. Schematics of inessential and essential nested models. (a) Inessential. Within-host dynamics influence between-host processes but not vice versa. For
example, suppose that parasite replication within a host determines the rate of transmission to new hosts as well as the rate of disease-induced mortality. Also, suppose
that the availability of target cells and the immune cell dynamics determine the rate of host recovery. In this case, the interaction between levels of biological
organization in this nested model occurs only in one direction – from the within-host to the between-host level. Using a nested model in this case allows for the
relationships between within- and between-host processes to be defined mechanistically. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of the between-host dynamics, these
relationships could just as well have been captured phenomenologically by choosing appropriate mathematical descriptions for transmission, virulence and recovery
rate as a function of infection age, without any explicit reference to within-host dynamics. (b) Essential. A model in which nesting is essential is one whereby there is
reciprocal feedback between levels of organization. Consider a disease that is transmitted via environmental spores. The within-host dynamics will determine
transmission, recovery and mortality rates, and thereby will affect the between-host dynamics, including the number of infected individuals. This, in turn, will affect the
number of infective spores in the environment, which might then alter inoculum size. If inoculum size influences the progression of disease within a host [48], this
would then lead to a feedback from the between-host dynamics back down to the within-host dynamics. Nesting of models is therefore essential to capture this
reciprocal, dynamical feedback.

tween-host processes. In particular, perhaps some aspects
of pathogen evolution cannot be understood without considering a reciprocal feedback between processes occurring
at different levels of biological organization. The second,
and more modest, possibility would be if nested models
simply refined our understanding of pathogen evolution by
providing an explicit link between the within-host
dynamics of a pathogen’s replication and its spread at
the between-host population level. In this case, the explicit
nesting of models is, in a sense, inessential, as there is no
reciprocal feedback between the within- and between-host
dynamics (Box 2).
What have nested models of infectious disease taught
us?
The importance of nesting models of within-host dynamics
into epidemiological frameworks for between-host processes was recognized over a decade ago [13] (Figure 1).
Since then, much has been done in this area and many
interesting insights have been gained.
Interdependence of parameters
One important insight gained from nested models is that
epidemiological parameters such as disease-induced
mortality (virulence), recovery rate and transmission rate
are often interrelated in subtle and complex ways. The
majority of current theory for virulence evolution assumes

that there exists a tradeoff between virulence and transmission rate across pathogen genotypes, and builds such
constraints into models for the between-host dynamics in a
phenomenological way (see e.g. Refs [11,12,14,15]).
Recent work has developed an explicit description of the
within-host dynamics of pathogen replication and the
defensive response of the host, and nested this into the
traditional between-host models of pathogen evolution
(Box 1). This approach provides an explicit link between
the mechanism of pathogen replication (e.g. the host cells
or resources used by the pathogen to replicate, and mechanisms by which the host attempts to rid itself of infection)
and the virulence and transmission rate of the pathogen at
the level of the host population. Thus, the nature of any
tradeoffs between virulence, recovery rate and/or transmission rate can be directly linked to mechanistic hypotheses of within-host dynamics. Indeed, it has been
demonstrated that such tradeoffs can emerge through a
variety of interactions between pathogens and both host
immune responses [16–19] and host resources [20], leading
to the evolution of intermediate levels of virulence (e.g.
[15,16,21]).
Although the above examples have deepened our understanding of pathogen evolution, the nesting of models
per se in these examples is inessential. The within-host
dynamical model provides an explicit description of how
the mechanisms of pathogen replication and host defense
513
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give rise to transmission rates, recovery rates and virulence, and these feed into the between-host dynamical
model so as to affect the epidemiological dynamics of
disease at the level of the host population. There is not,
however, any reciprocal feedback from the between-host
dynamics back down to the within-host dynamics in these
studies (Box 2). In this sense, the nesting of models is
inessential – the within-host model could be analyzed in
isolation from the between-host model, and any important
insights drawn from it then simply incorporated into the
between-host model in a phenomenological way.
That none of the above-mentioned studies have nested
models in an essential way is not meant to be a major
criticism, however, as much has still been learned from
these. For example, they have demonstrated that the
mechanism through which a pathogen causes harm to
its host, and how it is transmitted from one host to another,
are important determinants of virulence [20,22–24]. Studies have also shown that the optimal virulence is strongly
dependent on within-host parameter values, potentially
providing an explanation for why transmission–virulence
tradeoffs have been difficult to demonstrate empirically
[19].
Nested models have also demonstrated that the common practice of treating recovery rate as an independent
parameter in between-host models of pathogen evolution is
typically not justifiable. A primary focus of between-host
models has been on determining how the recovery rate
affects the evolution of virulence and transmission [12,25–
29]. A similar analysis of recovery rate has also been used
to study the effects of vaccination on virulence evolution
(enhanced recovery rate is one way in which vaccines might
act) [30]. A vaccine is unlikely to simply increase recovery
rate, however, and instead it might decrease the time until
a significant immune response occurs or increase the
abundance of relevant immune effector molecules.
Whereas this might increase recovery rate, it will also
change the within-host dynamics in a way that can simultaneously alter transmission rate, virulence and even
any tradeoff between the two [31,32]. Therefore, even
though the nested nature of these recent studies is inessential, they have nevertheless refined our understanding
of how differences in the mode of vaccine action can result
in differences in pathogen evolution.
Conflicting selection
Pathogen fitness is determined by processes that occur
both within and between hosts. Within a host, pathogens
might compete directly for host resources, as well as
indirectly owing to the presence of a common immune
response. The strain that is most successful at this
within-host competition, however, need not be the one that
is best able to transmit among hosts. The ultimate evolutionary outcome will depend on how these potentially
conflicting patterns of selection at the within- and betweenhost levels are resolved [11,12,33].
The idea of conflicting natural selection at the withinand between-host levels is broadly supported by a body of
experimental work. Serial passage of parasites often
results in increased parasite virulence, a phenomenon that
can be explained by artificial transmission regimes largely
514
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removing the constraints imposed on virulence at the
between-host level (see Ref. [34] for a review) [35]. Similarly, in diverse Plasmodium chabaudi (rodent malaria)
infections in mice, more virulent clones (i.e. those that
induce greater red blood cell or weight loss) will competitively suppress less virulent competitors [36] and make up
a greater proportion of the total parasite burden within a
host [37].
Nested dynamical models can be useful for elucidating
the consequences of these different levels of selection. Such
models have been used to show that the shape of the
tradeoff between virulence and transmission, mediated
by within-host mechanisms, determines whether selection
acting on pathogen growth rate pushes this trait to different optima at the within- and between-host levels (i.e.
whether selection is in conflict between levels; [20]).
Extending nested models to the case of multiple infections
has also allowed for the exploration of how selection in
response to both within-host competition and between-host
transmission is resolved [38,39] and the conditions under
which one level of selection dominates [40]. Further, these
models have shown that multiple infections can lead to
evolutionary diversification in the pathogen population,
with one strain specializing in infecting susceptible hosts
and another, more virulent, strain specializing in coinfecting already infected hosts [40,41].
As before, virtually all of the above examples represent
cases of the inessential nesting of models. Although studying the effects of selection at different scales requires some
implicit model of dynamics at each scale, this need not be
accomplished through an explicit mathematical tracking of
within-host dynamics. For instance, implicit within-host
modeling is sufficient to show that adding multiple infections can favor more virulent strains [9–11], even without a
tradeoff between transmission and virulence [42]. As far as
we are aware, there are only two studies for which nesting
was essential: one used a nested model to explore conflicting levels of selection [38] and the other studied multiple
infections more generally [41]. In these studies, the withinhost dynamics of pathogen replication influence the between-host epidemiological dynamics, just as in many of
the other nested models mentioned earlier. In addition,
however, because the between-host epidemiological
dynamics affect the relative frequency of different
pathogen strains, they also affect the composition of the
inoculum entering newly infected hosts [38] or the order of
arrival of coinfecting strains [41]. These, in turn, influence
the within-host dynamics, resulting in a reciprocal feedback between levels of biological organization that cannot
be captured without an explicitly nested model (Box 2).
The reciprocal feedback in Ref. [38] leads to the interesting new insight that the balance between conflicting
selection at the within- versus between-host level can be
shifted depending upon the timing of infection. In particular, strains that are ultimately destined to be outcompeted
within a host might nevertheless reach a very high frequency within hosts early in an infection when target cells
are abundant (see Ref. [43]). As a result, if there is a
premium placed on early transmission during an infection,
then the effects of within-host selection will be mitigated
and a strain that is less competitive within hosts can
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dominate these early transmission events. Early transmission will be important when future transmission opportunities are likely to be limited by host death, or when
there is an abundance of susceptible hosts in the population. Of course, the depletion of susceptible hosts at the
population level will eventually feed back, making the
longer-term competitive success of strains within an infection more evolutionarily important. Interestingly, there
is some empirical evidence suggesting that competitive
abilities of different strains do, in fact, change during
the course of an infection [37].
Future prospects and challenges
We have suggested that, out of all previous studies that use
nested models for studying pathogen evolution, in only two
of these has this nesting per se been essential. What does
this imply about the utility of nested models, and how
should such models be used in future research? While we
do not claim to have the definitive answers to these questions, we close by offering a few possibilities.
Although the insights gained from most existing
nested models might just as well have been obtained
without such explicit nesting, we nevertheless believe
that these models have been useful because they have
emphasized the importance of the timing of events during
an infection (i.e. the disease life history; Figure 2) on the
epidemiological and evolutionary dynamics of pathogens.
Indeed, these studies have highlighted an important, and
still unanswered, question in evolutionary epidemiology
– what factors govern the evolution of disease life
histories? A great deal of theory has been devoted to
understanding virulence evolution, but surprisingly little
has been done to examine the evolution of other important aspects of disease. Parasite transmission rate, parasite-induced mortality (virulence) and infection recovery
rate are the three most important epidemiological
quantities related to disease [3]. Each of these typically
changes quite dramatically over the course of an infection, yet very little theory has been devoted to understanding the evolution of the temporal patterns of these
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traits. Why, for example, do some diseases, like measles,
have substantial overlap in the timing of mortality and
transmission during infection, whereas in other diseases,
such as HIV, these are temporally separated (Figure 2)?
Furthermore, what factors are most important in driving
evolutionary change in these patterns within any given
pathogen species?
Nested models can be used to address such questions
about the evolution of disease life history. Strain-specific
differences in the replication rate of a pathogen, and how a
pathogen interacts with host defense mechanisms and host
resources, will give rise to strain-specific differences in the
temporal patterns of transmission, virulence and recovery
during an infection. These effects are explicitly captured by
within-host models which, when nested in a between-host
model, will allow for predictions to be made about the
evolution of disease life history at the host population
level. Such an approach will provide a more holistic theory
of parasite evolution, with virulence being treated simply
as one of several important aspects of disease life history.
Furthermore, it opens the door to making realistic predictions about the evolution of other measures of parasiteinduced harm, such as morbidity and case mortality, which
typically result from a complex interaction between parasite-induced harm and host defense mechanisms
[17,19,29,44–47]. Nested models also allow for predictions
of whether a disease is expected to evolve a chronic or an
acute life history, rather than assuming one of the two as in
most current theory.
There are also other interesting open questions in evolutionary epidemiology for which nested models will be
useful. For example, the nesting of models will be essential
for studying the evolution of diseases in which the inoculum size affects the progression of the disease [48], because
this will likely lead to a reciprocal feedback between
within- and between-host dynamics (Box 2). In such cases,
either the prevalence of the disease at the host population
level or the specific within-host details of the ‘donor’ at the
time of transmission (e.g. pathogen density) will affect the
dynamics of the ‘recipient’ host.

Figure 2. An illustration of disease life history. The term ‘life history’ refers to the age-specific pattern of survival and reproduction of an organism. If we view an infection as
the ‘organism’ in question, then the life history of a disease is its age-of-infection-specific pattern of transmission, virulence and recovery [53]. Parasites with different
disease life histories therefore have very different clinical profiles. Solid lines show the within-host pathogen dynamics, and the colored boxes indicate the approximate
timing and duration of transmission and disease-associated mortality (recovery rate is ignored for simplicity). (a) A disease such as measles where transmission begins with
the onset of symptoms and, although the host’s immune response is usually sufficient to rapidly clear the infection, complications can lead to parasite-induced mortality.
(b) A disease such as HIV where the timing of transmission and mortality are largely nonoverlapping. Transmission can occur throughout the infection, with the highest risk
of transmission associated with high viral loads (e.g. during the initial acute phase shortly after infection). Mortality associated with HIV generally occurs much later in the
infection. From the perspective of a host, HIV is a chronic infection, characterized by a long asymptomatic period followed by rapid progression toward AIDS.
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Previous results have focused on the fact that the composition of an inoculum can alter the pattern of disease
progression as well [38]. This might be particularly
relevant for diseases such as HIV for which the viral
diversity in the early stages of infection has been shown
to affect the speed of disease progression [49]. Genetic
diversity in an infection is determined by a repeated cycle
of within-host (e.g. immune pressure, replication and
diversification) and between-host processes (e.g. transmission bottlenecks), with the outcome of selection at each
level feeding into the other. Capturing all of these processes and their interactions in a nested model could help
to answer important open questions about the dominance
and pattern of disease progression of particular HIV subtypes (see Ref. [50]).
Finally, questions about public health policy might also
benefit from the use of nested models. An important aim of
models of disease dynamics is to study the evolutionary
responses of pathogens to treatments [30,51,52]. If the
prevalence of a disease in the host population affects, for
example, either the probability of an individual receiving
treatment or the efficacy of this treatment, a nested model
might be useful for capturing the feedback that would
result between the within- and between-host dynamics.
Conclusion
Linking different scales of biological organization with
nested models is an approach that has long been used in
ecology. The use of nested models for linking levels of disease
dynamics has recently become more common, focusing on
nesting a model of within-host dynamics into a model of
between-host epidemiological dynamics. Almost all of the
studies that have used nested models of disease dynamics to
date have not actually required nesting to accomplish their
goals. Despite this, these models have provided important
insights about pathogen evolution. Further, when there is
reciprocal feedback between these two levels of biological
organization, the nesting of models is the only way to
capture this effect. The nesting of models will therefore
continue to prove useful for tackling open questions in the
evolutionary epidemiology of infectious diseases.
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